
Telkonet offers proven, scalable, and secure cloud-based  energy management 
technology that unlocks a world of opportunity for organizations interested in 
sharing energy savings and operational improvements with clients.

We work with companies that have a passion for energy efficiency 
and maintain a focus on customer satisfaction.

EcoSmart International Partner Program

Founded in 1999, Telkonet has extensive expertise 
in occupancy-based energy management and 
successful installations in over 250,000 rooms.  
Over the years, Telkonet has demonstrated 
significant value for customers.  In order to 
continue to identify opportunities to improve 
the financial and operational performance 
of client properties, Telkonet requires energy 
management partners.

Since Telkonet launched the EcoSmart product 
line in February 2011, thousands of rooms have 
upgraded existing HVAC controls to include our 
energy management platform.  Current clients 
maximize energy efficiency by reducing energy 
consumption and equipment runtime 20-45%.  
The EcoSmart energy management solution 
qualifies for substantial rebates in areas of the 
country with utility-funded energy efficiency 
incentives, providing a rapid ROI.

The Responsibilities of an International Partner
Partners should have experience selling energy management solutions to our target markets.  Telkonet’s ideal partners are established 
companies with established client relationships and complementary products.  Partners should expect to focus substantial resources 
on promoting Telkonet products.

Dealership Status Min. Annual Sales (USD $) Discount from List Price

Platinum > $3,000,000 30%

Gold $1,000,000 - $2,999,999 20%

Silver $50,001 - $999,999 10%

Affinity Partner $0 - $50,000 5%

Sales:  Once approved as an EcoSmart International Dealer, a company must meet minimum annual sales levels. The Dealer’s right to 
distribute and sell EcoSmart products depends on meeting the requirements outlined by the annual product volume schedule.

The Market for Energy Management
The hospitality market is poised to integrate energy management.  Consumers make purchase decisions based on green initiatives and 
corporate sustainability efforts more than ever before while hoteliers remain focused on the bottom line.  Installing EcoSmart technology 
solves both problems, yet less than 20% of hotels have energy management systems.  Most properties can pay for equipment and 
installation from energy savings in less than three years, while areas with high utility costs and extreme climates often yield a complete 
return in months. 



Feedback from Telkonet’s Current Partners:
“At Suite Control, our specialty has always been to take the latest technology and seamlessly integrate that technology into our overall 
product offering. Our relationship with Telkonet allows us to take EcoSmart--this highly innovative energy management technology--and 
provide it to our customers. The opportunities for growth are limitless.”

“The ability of the EcoSmart system to self-monitor and enable hotel management to respond to guest comfort issues from any web-
connected device without needing to visit the rooms, were also important considerations [in selecting the EcoSmart technology].”

“The energy efficiency technology Telkonet offers has the capability to provide excellent energy savings without compromising guest 
comfort, making it the perfect solution for hospitality upgrades and energy conservation projects.”

Technical Skills:  Telkonet would like to align with Dealers who have technical proficiency and local relationships built on delivered value. 
Telkonet requires strong, regular communication with Dealers, and will ensure access to the information necessary to succeed.  To help 
Dealers invest in keeping staff knowledgeable and trained, Telkonet will meet with Dealers on an annual basis to discuss topics from 
training and support to marketing.

Post-Sale Support: Dealer is expected to provide customers with the 
first degree of support to ensure warranty support can be delivered 
efficiently and effectively.  Dealers must have clearly described the process 
to deliver technical support with reasonable and clearly defined response 
times and escalation procedures.  Should the Dealer be unable to provide 
the appropriate resources (eg. on-site technical support) necessary to 
ensure a successful project and satisfied client, Telkonet is available for 
supplemental support at an additional cost.

Project Management: Dealers must provide on-site project management for the installation, testing, and commissioning as defined in the 
Statement of Work between the Dealer and the property owner.  The project manager must have enough knowledge and experience 
to provide equipment, wiring, communications, and troubleshooting support for the on-site installation teams.  The Dealer is expected 
to have the ability to gather and communicate detailed engineering and application information to the appropriate staff to resolve issues 
and avoid client satisfaction concerns.  Dealer must have sufficient in-house support to ensure the project manager has the resources 
necessary to fulfill the requirements needed to complete the project successfully.

New Construction:  Dealer is expected to develop relationships with architects and engineers who specify in-room technology, 
specifically heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.  Dealer must provide initial room layouts and electrical distribution 
diagrams for each room, system specifications for HVAC and other in-room technology such as mini-bars, drapes, safes, and door locks.  
Drawings should be created in Visio or AutoCAD to be the primary method of communication between the Dealer and Telkonet.

Existing Buildings: Dealer is expected to perform site surveys, including site photographs, development of electrical and other related 
HVAC schematics, nameplate information on HVAC, and inventory of electrical equipment in the property’s existing rooms.  In addition, 
for networked installations, Dealer will provide information on the property’s construction to determine the necessary network 
infrastructure needed to support communications for the energy management system. Before Dealer submits final pricing to the client, 
Dealer should to submit installation plans, drawings, or diagrams to Telkonet. 
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What will Telkonet provide to qualified partners? 
Telkonet offers partners quality products, simple installation, and access 
to engineering resources available only from a manufacturer with our 
level of technical expertise.

Telkonet prides itself on providing excellent customer service and 
technical support. Our Milwaukee-based call center allows in-house 
customer service professionals to support our growing customer base 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  The call center enables Telkonet to 
provide proactive, around-the-clock support for all our customers and 
partners.

Telkonet offers partners excellent revenue opportunities, and we provide 
information to assist partners in presenting EcoSmart products with sales 
presentations (PowerPoint or Keynote), exceptional training, and product 
samples at deeply discounted prices, as well as technical and marketing 
resources to assist in promoting the EcoSmart solution.  

If your company is interested in recurring revenue, we offer the 
opportunity to brand our support as your own.  Telkonet also assists 
partners in meeting pre-sale requirements as well as installation and 
post-sales processes.

Describe your annual sales numbers. 

and customer support?

your organization?
If you are interested in becoming a partner, email your contact 
information and answers to the provided questions to sales@telkonet.
com. Upon receipt of your message, a member of our Partner Support 
Team will contact you to discuss partner options in detail.

Partners should expect to focus substantial resources on 
promoting Telkonet products.  Partnerships range from Value-
Added Reseller agreements for those with the ability to provide 
installation and client management to Sales Agency agreements 
where sales generation earns commission.  If you believe you 
have an additional capability, we can discuss the possibility of a 
partnership agreement unique to the service provided.

A formal contract and investment are required.

Telkonet offers more than energy management.
We offer a partnership to share in your vision.

What qualities must a partner possess? 
To become a partner, please be prepared to provide 
information about your focus and areas of expertise, target 
markets, current products and services, existing client base, 
etc.  Below are the questions that form the beginning of our 
application process:

What target markets does your organization serve?  

How many employees does your organization have?

Where is your geographic focus?

How many staff will be available for EcoSmart sales?

Will any staff be dedicated full-time to EcoSmart sales?

What in-house capabilities do you have for installation

Do you have experience in the energy management field?

What complementary solutions do you currently offer?

What competing solutions do you currently offer?

What is the unique selling proposition of

What do you do better than your competition?

Why should Telkonet partner with you?


